FOX PACKAGING INC -- FOX WINDSHIELD WASH -- 6850-00-926-2275

================================== Product Identification ===================

Product ID: FOX WINDSHIELD WASH
MSDS Date: 11/22/1988
FSC: 6850
NIIN: 00-926-2275
MSDS Number: BWXRS

=== Responsible Party ===
Company Name: FOX PACKAGING INC
Address: 51 E MARYLAND AVE
City: ST PAUL
State: MN
ZIP: 55117-4615
Country: US
Info Phone Num: 612-489-8211
Emergency Phone Num: 612-489-8211
CAGE: FOXXP

=== Contractor Identification ===
Company Name: FOX PACKAGING INC
Address: 51 E MARYLAND AVE
City: ST PAUL
State: MN
ZIP: 55117-4615
Country: US
Phone: 612-489-8211
CAGE: FOXXP

========== Composition/Information on Ingredients ==========

Ingred Name: METHANOL (METHYL ALCOHOL), COLUMBIAN SPIRITS *95-1*
CAS: 67-56-1
RTECS #: PC1400000
Fraction by Wt: 25-37%
Other REC Limits: 200 PPM
OSHA PEL: 260 MG/CUM
ACGIH TLV: 262 MG/CUM (SKIN)
EPA Rpt Qty: 5000 LBS
DOT Rpt Qty: 5000 LBS

Ingred Name: WATER
CAS: 7732-
RTECS #: ZC01100000
Fraction by Wt: 64-73%

Hazard Identification

Routes of Entry: Inhalation: YES  Skin: YES  Ingestion: YES
Reports of Carcinogenicity: NTP: NO  IARC: NO  OSHA: NO
Health Hazards Acute and Chronic: MAY CAUSE DEATH. IRRITATING TO EYES & MUCOUS MEMBRANES. SKIN: MAY CAUSE IRRITATION & DERMATITIS. CAN BE ABSORBED. REPEATED EXPOSURE BY INHALATION/ABSORPTION MAY CAUSE SYSTEMIC POISONING.
Explanation of Carcinogenicity: NONE
Effects of Overexposure: IRRITATION, BLINDNESS, NARCOSIS, HEADACHE, NAUSEA, VOMITING, DEFATTING, DRYING.

First Aid Measures

First Aid: EYES: FLUSH W/WATER FOR 15 MINS. SKIN: WASH W/SOAP & WATER. INHALATION: REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. GIVE CPR/OXYGEN IF NEEDED. INGESTION: INDUCE VOMITING IF CONSCIOUS. OBTAIN MEDICAL ATTENTION IN ALL CASES.

Fire Fighting Measures

Flash Point Method: TCC
Flash Point: 91 F
Lower Limits: 5.5
Upper Limits: 36.5
Extinguishing Media: CO2, DRY CHEMICAL, FOAM.
Fire Fighting Procedures: WEAR A NIOSH APPROVED SELF CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS & PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT. COOL FIRE-EXPOSED CONTAINERS W/WATER.

Accidental Release Measures

Spill Release Procedures: REMOVE IGNITION SOURCES. WEAR APPROPRIATE RESPIRATOR & OTHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. LARGE: DIKE & CONTAIN. REMOVE W/VACUUM TRUCKS/PUMP TO STORAGE/SALVAGE VESSELS.
. SOAK UP RESIDUE/SMALL W/NONCOMBUSTIBLE ABSORBENT & PLACE IN DRUMS FOR DISPOSAL. (SUPP)

Handling and Storage Precautions: KEEP CONTAINER CLOSED. DON'T STORE NEAR HEAT, SPARKS, FLAME/OXIDIZING MATERIALS.
Other Precautions: VAPORS ARE HEAVIER THAN AIR & WILL COLLECT IN LOW PLACES. GROUND ALL CONTAINERS WHEN TRANSFERRING LIQUID. USE NON-SPARKING TOOLS.

Exposure Controls/Personal Protection

Respiratory Protection: WEAR A NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR IF CHANCE OF OVEREXPOSURE.
Ventilation: EXPLOSION-PROOF VENTILATION TO MAINTAIN VAPOR CONCENTRATION